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For years  outside of OA I 
prayed, I want to eat when hungry 
and stop when full. 

I was so curious to know how 
people that looked heavier than 
me had a genuine, quiet 
acceptance about their situation 
and they shine. 

I wanted to know what acceptance 
and self-love was. 

I wanted to know what it means to 
make the most of yourself. 

I'm living that dream today. 

My miracle is that I eat when I'm 
hungry and stop when I'm full. 

And that will do for now. 

I want more than this, but I'm 
allowing the old ways to be slowly 
stripped away. 

I understand what it means to 
accept and I make the most of my 
situation. 

 

 

 

 

I don't have to wait till I'm thin 
(aka perfect) to do what my heart 
wants to do. 

I feel ease and comfort in myself, 
but at the same time I am 
challenged to persevere as best as I 
can. 

I never thought I would be able to 
look in the mirror and accept me. 

It's the most liberating feeling. I 
don't have to fight with myself 
anymore. 

It feels strange. Becoming thin is 
not the goal anymore. 

That doesn't mean I do not value 
health, it just means that I realize 
the bigger picture of health. 

For all this, I have God to thank 
and I live to try my best to follow 
His instructions and the principles 
I feel convicted of. 

  

Thato, 

Johannesburg 
South Africa 
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                              News from the trustee desk May 
2016  

 
 

Dear fellow OA members in Region 9,  

Ø The meaning of fellowship 

I have been writing letters to my HP now for the last 16 + years so, as I have had plenty of practice, it seems rather apt 

for me to share with you in the form of a letter.  

 

The 17 trustees of OA travel from all over the world to Albuquerque, New Mexico (this is near our OA World Service 

Office (WSO) so the staff can be with us as needed).  

We do this in May, August, November & February each year to be together to make decisions and work in our respective 

committees. The May meeting coincides with WSBC and in August we join with the Region Chairs. 

Some travel many miles, some much shorter. Some have passed through several time zones, some stay in their own 

time. Some have families, others pets. Some are tall, some are not so tall. We are a mixed bunch!  

But we all have major things in common that can probably be summed up in three points: -   

*We are fellow compulsive eaters.  

*We have found a solution in abstinence and having a working relationship with our HP /God of our own 

understanding.  

*We believe in serving our OA fellowship as best we can in whatever way we are called.  

The few days we spend together are very busy times but we also have some fun.  

It’s productive and enjoyable to be around well and committed members who have become friends.   

 

I thought I would share with you my experience of the early morning OA meetings that we have when we attend those 

few days of board meetings.  

We usually begin by about 7.00 a.m.  

Keeping it simple, we use the ‘Pocket Reference for OA Members’ (435) by each reading a little and then passing it on. 

That way we cover Our Invitation to You, The Twelve Steps and The Twelve Traditions. Whoever is the chair for the 

meeting chooses a topic and members raise their hands to share, as and when they feel they want to. Sometimes the 

topic is taken from one of our daily meditation books (Voices of Recovery or For Today) or another piece of OA literature.  

Some ‘gems’ from the sharing that I heard this last time: - 

“I	am	full	with	Gods	love,	the	program,	the	other	members	love	and	all	the	gifts	my	HP	has	given	me	so	I	don’t	need	to	be	so	full	

with	food	anymore”.	

	

“If	I	try	to	be	a	walking	model	of	the	program	and	how	it’s	described	in	Alcoholics	Anonymous	(Big	Book)	and	the	recovery	I	read	

about	in	Overeaters	Anonymous	(3rd	Edition)	then	maybe	I	am	doing	ok”.	

	

“When	I	came	into	the	rooms	–	it	was	the	love	and	kindness	that	made	the	biggest	impact.	If	it	had	not	been	for	feeling	that	love,	I	

would	not	have	stayed”.	The	same	member	went	on	to	explain	“I	sometimes	hear	these	days	‘This	is	where	you	are	wrong,	I	am	

right	and	this	is	what	you	do	to	become	right’.	The	truth	is	without	the	love,	this	sort	of	share	means	nothing”.	

(continue to next page) 
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During one of the morning OA meetings at the February trustee meeting we were joined by two travelling OA members 

that knew we have these early meetings. It was lovely to have visitors.  

It’s in these meetings that I feel I have got to know my fellow trustees, especially those that I didn’t know before I was 

elected. We are busy the rest of the days in our committees so without these meetings I might not get to know some 

trustees very well. Next to spending my morning quiet time with God and making sure I have an abstinent & nutritious 

breakfast, these early morning OA meetings are a great way to start the day. There are some trustees that will rotate off 

this coming WSBC. Rotation is necessary and valuable but I am sad that they are leaving. In their turn each one has left 

a mark with me and helped me along my journey in this past year. I have a mentor but in a way I feel each of the trustees 

has been my mentor in their own way.  

 

What is at the heart of this sort of fellowship is exactly the same as I encountered all those years ago in my home 

meeting. As I attended those OA meetings in my early days of recovery I experienced their love and tolerance and 

realised above all else that the people attending those meetings used to do with food what I was still doing and they had 

found a way to stop doing it.  

Whether I experience this fellowship in my home meeting or further afield I know there is something pretty wonderful 

about one member sharing love with another and of how they learnt to ‘stop doing it’.  

I feel blessed in finding OA when I did. It saved me from a life of misery.  

For those members that know me well, you will know that I am an avid fan of our brown book ‘Overeaters Anonymous 

(3rd Edition)’. The book contains some great articles in the forewords and appendices as well as some wonderful stories 

of recovery. I would certainly recommend the book to you if you haven’t read it (the whole book, including those 

Forewords and Appendices) but I would like to share a couple of quotes from it: - 

“The	effect	of	one	person	sharing	experiences	with	a	fellow	having	the	same	experiences	is	powerful……”	

“The	“magic”	of	OA	then	becomes	clear:	a	combination	of	people	having	a	common	purpose	and	seeing	others	working	a	set	of	

suggested	Steps,	lending	testimony	to	the	promise	of	recovery”.	(Page	xi	&	xii)	

This extract needs no explanation. I would however, like to give my own vote of thanks to all the members of OA I have 

met along the way and enjoyed fellowship with. I am truly grateful. Thank you most kindly.  

 

Stella Cooke  
OA Region 9 Trustee.  
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Ø Update on some routine trustee work. 

 

Trustee Visits to your service body for workshops 

My duties as R9 trustee include attending assemblies, conventions, workshops in the region where I can facilitate 

workshops on:- 

• Service, Traditions & Concepts,  

• OA’s primary purpose and the  

• Major categories of the Strategic Plan  

- Increase focus on actions required for abstinence. 

- Increase focus on the necessity of working ALL 12 steps. 

- Increase focus on individual’s responsibility to carry the message. 

The fellowship have begun work on the initial stages of the new strategic plan going 

forward. 

I have a budget to cover my travel expenses when I make these visits, although contributions from the service body 

are always welcome and will enable the trustee budget to go further. If your service body is organising an event 

that they would like a visit by the trustee, please contact me on the usual trustee email address: - 

trustee@oaregion9.org  

If your SB feel that they may want that visit in 2017, please do plan ahead and let me know.   

 

Sample Bylaws 

You may be aware that one of the jobs the trustee does is to review bylaws submitted to WSO by service bodies, to 

ensure that they are not in conflict with OA Inc. Bylaws.  

I think that most service bodies would agree that we would all like to spend as much time as possible in carrying the 

OA message of recovery and as little time in what might be referred to as ‘admin’ as possible.  

There are sample bylaws on the OA.org website. These are reviewed each time we have bylaw changes and 

updates so as to make sure they are in compliance. Service bodies have given good feedback for using these as a 

starting draft and have been of the opinion that they have saved a lot of time and effort. I say this as a suggestion. 

Here are the links: - 

https://www.oa.org/pdfs/sample_ig_bylaws.docx 

https://oa.org/files/pdf/sample_sb_bylaws.docx 

https://oa.org/files/pdf/sample_summary_of_purpose.doc 

Your service body may also find useful - overview of why bylaws etc. are needed and how to create them.  

https://oa.org/files/pdf/bylaws_overview.pdf 

I would appreciate it if you would share this information with your service body. 

 

 

I continue to enjoy the role and appreciate being given the opportunity to be your trustee.  

Thank you for allowing me to serve. 

In fellowship,  

Stella Cooke  

OA Region 9 Trustee.  
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I’m taking a break at the moment. A 

break in between writing my thesis for 

my studies. I just realized that today is 

the deadline for submitting an article to 

the Region 9 Newsletter. Not sure what 

I want to express or how to express it. 

Actually just like during a face to face 

meeting. Most of the time I start 

sharing when in fact I’ve no idea 

where my share is heading or what I’m 

going to say. This is something I’ve 

learned in the beginning. Calling my 

sponsor or other OA members but not 

exactly knowing why. Beginning the 

conversation by talking about my day, 

the things that are in front of me or the 

things that have happened. All of the 

sudden we are talking about something 

else completely different and most of 

the time just the ‘right thing’ that I 

needed to talk about (or needed to hear 

from someone else). My fellows in my 

fellowship. Wherever I go. My save 

haven, my freedom, my laughter, my 

grace, my recovery, in my setbacks, 

struggles and in all the small and big 

victories, in happiness and throughout 

the sadness and pain of life.  

Thank you so much for being here. 

Wherever you are. You have saved my 

life.  

 

Meike, 

Bylaws Committee Chair 
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Our Region ’s Committee Reports 

	

The	LTC	(Literature	and	Translations	Committee)	of	Region	9	is	currently	working	mainly	
	on	three	projects,	as	follows:	

	
1.							Glossary	project	
		
We	were	preparing	a	‘master’	glossary	in	English,	combining	a	number	of	glossaries	from	various	
countries	and	intergroups.		This	work	is	now	complete,	with	some	550	words	and	phrases	of	‘OA-
speak’.		It	will	soon	be	uploaded	onto	the	region	9	website	and	also	hopefully	on	oa.org,	following	
further	review	and	approval	at	the	board	of	trustees	level.		The	purpose	of	having	a	master	glossary	
is	for	service	bodies	to	make	it	a	priority	to	translate	it	into	their	language	and	use	it	as	a	tool	in	their	
future	translations	to	make	them	easier	and	more	consistent.		We	will	be	building	on	the	master	
glossary	on	an	ongoing	basis	with	a	view	to	making	it	as	complete	as	possible	with	further	‘OA-
speak’	words	and	phrases.		Please	direct	any	suggested	additions		to	the	LTC	chair.		
	
	
2.							Translated	literature	spreadsheet	
		
The	up	to	date	information	from	Israel,	Greece	and	the	WSO	was	input	into	the	spreadsheet.		The	aim	
is	to	make	the	R9	spreadsheet	the	master	spreadsheet	of	translated	literature	for	OA	worldwide	and	
to	upload	it	on	oa.org,	with	R9	responsible	for	keeping	it	up	to	date	on	an	ongoing	basis.		
	
		
3.							Translation	guidelines	
		
An	amended	proposed	layout	of	the	R9	website	as	regards	translation	guidelines	has	been	put	
together	and	the	amendments	will	shortly	be	uploaded	onto	the	R9	website.		Suggested	amendments	
to	the	WSO	guidelines	have	also	been	made.		
	
______	
		
Other	ad	hoc	projects	worked	on:	
		
-										Applied	to	WSO	to	translate	the	Handbook	for	Members,	Groups	and	Service	Bodies	into	
Arabic	(denied,	too	expensive)	
-										Helped	Polish	NSB	with	formatting	of	the	PI	leaflet	
-										Helped	finalise	the	PI	leaflet	mailing	and	to	place	it	on	the	website	
-										Helped	South	Africa	arrange	to	print	the	OA	12&12	locally	and	to	deal	with	licenses	
		
Three	members	from	Region	9	(not	representatives	at	R9A&C)	have	assisted	the	chair	with	the	
above	projects.		Thank	you	so	much	for	your	service	to	G	(Greece),	E	(Israel)	and	M	(Belgium).			
		
Thank	you	to	R9	for	this	rewarding	service	opportunity.	
	
Miranda		
	
R9	LTC	Chair	 
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Public Information (PI) Committee Report  
 
1. Facebook anonymity guidelines 
Since my last report I did try and follow up with the Trustees about the progress of this literature but I never 
received a reply 
 
2. Google Adwords instructions 
A clean draft of this literature was presented to the committee on March 13th, and as of the time of writing 
this report (24/3) there have not been any comments or responses. 
 
David, 
Public Information Chair 
	

BUDGET  AND  FINANCE  
 COMMITTEE  REPORT 

 
The committee is currently made up of one volunteer –Maria, Myself 
as treasurer (Chair), and Sandra (Banker). 
We are currently looking at suitable 7th Tradition fund raising items 
for sale at WSBC, and our Assembly and Convention-hopefully we 
will have some items for sale at WSBC. 
 
Una, Treasurer 
	

Bylaws Committee  
- Have written a summary/letter to Region 9 Service Bodies 

with all the changes made to the Bylaws and the Policies & 
Procedures. 

Meike, 
Bylaws Committee Chair 

	

Electronic communication committee  
I. Plugins updated  
II. Integration information, newsletters, events...  
III. Safety: Monitoring constant hacks on the website  
IV. Lists: Updating, checking, parametring, changing, adding 

Electronic Communication Committee Chair 
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Twelve Step Within Committee Report 

 
Sponsors List 
The sponsors list continues to be a popular resource, and I generally receive several requests for the list each 
week. I also receive some requests from members wishing to be added to the list. I forward these requests to the 
sub-committee for action. The sub-committee (which consists of two members – Reva and Helen) have been 
working on gathering current, accurate information from sponsors who appeared on last year’s list, as well that 
of newcomers who responded to notices posted or discussed at the level of region, IG and local meetings. The 
updated 2016 list has about 60 available sponsors, speaking around 20 different languages.  
We’ve recently had a request from a member asking if there is any way we can locate sponsors who speak a 
specific language we don’t have on the list (Arabic).  
 
Speaker List 
I haven’t received any requests for this list yet. We submitted an announcement in the most recent R9 newsletter, 
reminding members of this resource. During our recent Skype call, the TSW committee discussed how we can 
make members aware of the list, and get the message out there. Unfortunately, the groups and members who 
need this information the most may not be aware of it, or have access to it. However, we do mention the Speaker 
list in the letter to Absentee Countries, which will hopefully this outreach will make our more isolated members 
aware.  
 
Absentee Country Outreach 
This sub-committee consists of two members, who have divided the list of reps/allocated countries between them 
to deal with. One of these members has e-mailed all of her allocated reps and heard back from a few already. She 
has used google translate on the letter and contacted some of the countries herself (in Arabic and Swahili). Only 
one contact has had the e-mail bounced back (Nigeria) and this was the same last year. We have discussed as a 
committee ways we can try to locate contact details for that country (internet searches, contacting WSO, etc) 
At the time we had our last Skype call (9 March 2016) the other member of the sub-committee hadn’t had the 
chance to contact her allocation of reps yet. She anticipated she would be in a position to do so shortly. I have 
contacted her again for an update and offered  support should she need it.  
 
Important Dates 
This sub-committee has provided announcements for recent important dates for inclusion in the R9 newsletter. 
The next important date isn’t until September (Region 9 week). 
 
Workshops 
I’ve contacted two members who’d previously submitted details of workshops/events and asked for it to be 
submitted again using the correct format (the “ideas that work” form), but I haven’t heard back. I have received 
feedback from members outside the committee about making changes to this form. We’ve also recently 
discussed how much this resource is used by members across the Region, and whether there is awareness and 
need for it. This is something the TSW committee will look at as a whole.  
 
Holly,	Twelve	Step	Within	Committee	Chair	
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This is not the first time I have 
turned twenty. Back in 1989, 
my world was dark and chaotic. 
I worshipped the fridge and 
knelt at the seat of the toilet. I 
was a trapeze artist, dangling 
precariously from a shoe string, 
without a safety net to catch 
me. I lived to consume, plotting 
my next move on the great 
chess board of fast food joints: 
Where to binge, where to purge, 
how to get my next fix, what to 
scoff, who to lie to, how to get 
rid of them so that I could be 
alone with my drug. I would 
wake from troubled sleep to 
face this excruciating reality: 
my life was the nightmare. 
 
Back then my CV might've read: 
'Expert bulimic, great at 
covering her tracks, a smooth 
talker who can lie her way out 
of sticky situations; shifty and 
unreliable; a real Party Susan. 
Skilled at keeping secrets, she 
will 
never reveal where the leftovers 
went or why the toilet is 
blocked. Available for 
housesitting, but only if the 
kitchen cupboards come fully 
stocked.' 
 
While our great leader was 
being released after 27 years of 
incarceration, I was just settling 
into my own jail term-my crime: 
addiction to food; my sentence: 
7 long, agonizing years. 
 
Call me a slow learner, but 
what I didn't realize was that  
 

 
 

the key to the door was on the 
INSIDE of my cell. My liberation 
needed to come from within. 
 
And on the 4th of May, 1996 
the insight came: I chose to get 
off the floor, dust myself off and 
turn that key. 
I walked out of my self-imposed 
jail, 
towards the sunlight of the 
spirit. 
I walked into the arms of OA. 
 
I am twenty today. I am free. I 
have left all the angst and pain 
of the past where it belongs-in 
the past. I live a life beyond my 
wildest dreams. I am still a food 
addict but I am no longer ruled 
by food. I now worship my 
Higher Power and kneel at the 
foot of my bed. I am surrounded 
by loving, nurturing friends, 
because I am a loving and 
nurturing friend. I am a wife, a 
mother, a daughter, a sister, a 
business owner and an OA 
member. 
 
I am a child of God and a 
worthwhile, vital person. I am a 
recovering bulimic, working the 
12 steps and 12 traditions of 
OA to the best of my ability, one 
day at a time. I surrender my 
will and avoid my triggers. I 
write and read and pray and 
reach out. I help fellow sufferers 
when I can, and as long as I 
remember 1989, my parole will 
not be revoked. 
 
Alex,  
OA South Africa

	
	

She's got the key to the door.	
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World	Service	Business	Conference	2016	

Reports	

  

 

 

 

 

 

From Stella, R9 Trustee: 

	

Great quotes of the week: ‘If I can’t moderate I need to eliminate’; ‘When 

someone has been oppressed, once they are freed from the oppression they can 

become the oppressor’; ‘Take any issue that arises and work down the 12 

Traditions to see where the specific aspect is not in alignment’; ‘OA is not free, we 

have expenses to cover’; ‘I first dragged myself to meetings now I like them’; ‘I 

used to be angry, resentful and fearful. Now I am “happy, joyous and free”’; ‘I ask 

God every morning – what I can do today & I know God will not give me more 

than I can handle’; ‘I learned to do what was suggested from people who had what 

I wanted’.  

 

I thoroughly enjoyed the week and hope the other OA members did to. By 

the end of my first attendance at an OA R9 Assembly I was awe stricken by how 

fairly decisions were made. The title of this newsletter is ‘The Meaning of 

Fellowship’. For me, the activities at WSBC (and our region assemblies) is a fine 

way to show that meaning, of showing and living all of the spiritual principles 

behind the Twelve Steps, Twelve Traditions and the Twelve Concepts of OA. They 

were all on display. Those that stood out to me were: - honesty, hope, faith, 

courage, unity, trust, purpose, responsibility, fellowship, perseverance, service,  

consideration & respect for others and last but not least spiritual awareness. 
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From Una, R9 Delegate: 

 

On a personal level, this year topped the previous two (that I thought were 

amazing) by miles. 

Some of the reasons are: 

-I was (supposed to be) a mentor to a wonderful green dot. She really did not 

need any mentoring. In fact SHE could probably teach me a thing or two. 

 - Due to circumstances beyond my control, I needed to find somebody with whom 

I could share a hotel room. With help from a wonderful friend this was achieved, 

and I met, chatted, prayed, and socialised with a very kind, loving lady who did 

everything in her power to ensure that I was comfortable and happy. -THANK 

YOU!!!!!   

   - I would like to share with you my “God Given Moment.”  On my second 

morning attended an OA meeting, afterwards a lady came to talk to me (I have 

met her at both previous WSBC's). She said that she would like to help me. We 

had a little chat, and after a very short time lapse, we communicated and I took 

her up on her offer, and thanked her -we are now working together on my 

recovery. I am very excited about this. 

 

All of these reasons combined with the friendship, and the honest sharing of 

the wonderful experience strength and hope that I listened to both in and out of 

the meetings filled me with joy and an amazing feeling of gratitude. 
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From Miranda, R9 Delegate: 

On a personal level, it is so inspiring to my recovery to meet and talk with so many 

OAers with dozens of years of experience in our program.  I get an‘infusion of 

strength’ as someone else put it.  The experience that is transmitted is mind boggling! 

I learnt a new way to focus on living in the ‘now’ by using the 5 senses. I also enjoyed 

the workshops and as many OA meetings as I could!  Some of the things I heard and 

which spoke to my heart are the following: 

 - The responsibility of abstinence: who will want what I have if I  

  don’t have abstinence?     

- We have to stay together to survive 

- My abstinence is my link to God 

- I was a stroke or heart attack in waiting 

- I must carry the message to maintain my serenity 

- My food needs to be in black and white so I can live a life of  

 colour 

- I have a living disorder, not just an eating disorder 

- Food was my anti anxiety drug and I needed an increasingly 

  bigger hit as time went by 

- I had no peace, no joy, no life.  There isn’t much to live for at …  

  lbs 

- I found serenity in the storm 

- Why must I be accountable to my abstinence?  

   (a) it is a progressive disease, I will die of it, (b) it helps me  

   emotionally and spiritually to have better attitudes to life, 

   (c) I am an example of recovery in action – I walk the walk and  

   talk the talk 

- I was always on my mind (remember the song, ‘you were  

   always on my mind…’!) 

- A side effect of this disease is isolation. The program teaches 

 me to reach out to others 

- I went to an OA meeting on the day that my father died 

- Before OA I was not a bad person, but I was not realizing my  

  potential I want to live a program of attraction 

- X works a strong program 

- God-given abstinence is the most important thing in my life 
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- Before OA I was not a bad person, but I was not realizing my  

  potential I want to live a program of attraction 

- X works a strong program 

- God-given abstinence is the most important thing in my life 

   without exception 

- This is a program of action 

- My priorities are: 1. Abstinence. 2. Everything else 

- Working the steps helps me to go to my HP for problems rather 

   than to food 

- I work on humility every day 

- This is a ‘we’ program 

- Love means acceptance.  I no longer want to change others 

- My days are better when I turn my will over to God 

- When I do the worksheet ’12 stepping a problem’, the problem 

  disappears by itself 

- I am learning to live life on life’s terms 

- This is a ‘no horsesh*t zone’: we trust, we accept, we surrender 

- I learn to treat myself with dignity 

- I have an opportunistic disease 

- If I don’t do my ‘OA stuff’ the day goes so-so, or ‘yuk’ 

- The 3 Rs: Routine, Repeat, Recovery! 

- Be dumb and do it! 

- I have 5 senses.  God is my 6th sense 

- There are no failures in OA, only slow successes 

- BINGE: Because I’m Not Good Enough (to do service) 

- Members who struggle get to be in relapse for me 

- PAUSE: Practice Abstinence Until Serenity Enters 

- In OA service God equips the called 

- In OA I learned to have a voice 

- OA ruined my eating 

- I came into OA fat, angry and in charge.  Now I have a normal  

  weight, I am accepting and in touch. 
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From Sandra, R9 Delegate: 

This is the 2nd time I’ve been blessed to attend WSBC and one thing really 

stood out to me. There’s no feeling of hierarchy, no personalities getting in the 

way, each board member is very much a fellow like you and I with the one 

exception that they volunteered to take on this different level of service. They each 

have strengths and weaknesses and weren’t afraid to show their vulnerabilities and 

ask for help where they had something to learn.  

When attending meetings and workshops I was really taken aback each time 

by how much recovery there was in the rooms. People with 20, 30, 40+ years 

recovery. What an inspiration and testament to how this program works and how 

many people’s lives it touches around the world. 

The theme of this year being responsibility really made me think, what am I 

responsible for as an OA member? My No.1 priority – to be abstinent in. It keeps 

my focus clear and with that solid foundation I can truly carry the message to 

others. 

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to do this service. I’d encourage 

anyone who has fear or hesitation around doing service of any kind that you’ll get 

so much more from it than you’ll give. 

 
 
	

 

From Francene, R9 Chair 
 

I am inspired and in awe of the commitment, the service, and 

the fellowship experienced at WSBC.  This is truly recovery in action. 

As I listened to the various Committee Chairs give their reports 

the final day, detailing with dedication and enthusiasm all the many 

ways the OA message of recovery would be carried throughout the 

world this coming year, I was filled with hope and gratitude knowing 

that together we are carrying the message of OA recovery.    
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The Twelve Steps of Overeaters Anonymous 
 

Step five: 
Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact nature of our wrongs. 

 

Spiritual Principles in the Twelve Steps 
A spiritual principle is associated with each of the Twelve Steps. 

 
Step Five: Integrity 

 

 

The Twelve Traditions of Overeaters Anonymous 
 

Tradition Five: 
Each group has but one primary purpose —  

to carry its message to the compulsive overeater who still suffers. 

 

Spiritual Principles in the Twelve Traditions 

 A spiritual principle is associated with each of the Twelve Traditions. 

Tradition Five: Purpose 

 

 

The Twelve Concepts of OA Service 
 

Concept Five 
Individuals have the right of appeal and petition in order to ensure that their 

opinions and personal grievances will be carefully considered. 
 

	
Spiritual Principles in the Twelve Concepts of Service 

A spiritual principle is associated with each of the Twelve Concepts of Service 

Concept Five: Consideration 
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	In	Service	
	

Region	9	Board	
	

Trustee-Stella	(UK)trustee@oaregion9.org	
Chair-	Francene	(UK)		chair@oaregion9.org		

Secretary-	Isabella	(Sweden)	secretary@oaregion9.org		
Treasurer-	Una	(Ireland)treasurer@oaregion9.org	

	
	

Committee	Chairs	
	

Literature	and	Translations-	Miranda	(Greece) translations@oaregion9.org	
Twelve	Step	Within-	Holly	(UK) tsw@oaregion9.org 	
Public	Information-David	(Israel)) pi@oaregion9.org	
Bylaws-	Meike	(Netherlands) bylaws@oaregion9.org	

Electronic	Communication-	Webmaster webmaster@oaregion9.org 	
Banker	Sandra	(Scotland) banker@region9.org  

	
	

Newsletter	Coordinator	
Chryssa(Greece) newsletter@oaregion9.org	

	
	
	

Region	9	Website	
http://www.oaregion9.org	

	
World	Service	Website	
http://www.oa.org	

 
 
 
 

 
The personal stories express the experience of the individual member 

and not of OA as a whole. 
	


